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Scientific Journal Articles
The weight, value and transformative effect of scientific research are greater now than they have ever been. The nature of the moral scepticism that underpinned much late twentieth-century liberalism ...
The freedom of scientific research: Bridging the gap between science and society
Cultural accounts of scientific ideas and practices have increasingly come to be welcomed as a corrective to previous-and still widely held-theories of ...
Cultures without Culturalism: The Making of Scientific Knowledge
Herman Aguinis, Ph.D., has been honored with the Distinguished Scientific Contributions Award from the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP).
Herman Aguinis receives Distinguished Scientific Contributions Award
The Lancet scientific journal has condemned the Modi government's handling of the second wave of COVID-19 that has overwhelmed hospitals and created acute shortages in oxygen supplies across ...
It was "self-inflicted" catastrophe, Lancet journal criticises Modi govts' COVID managment
Litigation forced the dissolution of three major tobacco industry-funded organisations because of their egregious role in spreading scientific misinformation. Yet in 2017, a new scientific ...
Paying lip service to publication ethics: scientific publishing practices and the Foundation for a Smoke-Free World
New, annual award recognizes the best manuscript focused on cardiovascular disease and stroke in women and published in one of the American Heart Association’s 12 scientific journals. The inaugural ...
New Dr. Nanette K. Wenger Award for Best Scientific Publication on CVD and Stroke in Women
Work from too many scientific publications cannot be reproduced. Scientific research builds on work (that) came before, so if that is unreliable, hours of expert time, expensive reagents, even ...
Next NASA Sigma Series: Reproducing scientific research accurately is “literally the difference between life and death”
The prestigious American magazine MEDICC Review published in its Volume 23 of this year, a study carried out by Cuban specialists about the possible heart problems that minors positive for COVID-19 ...
American scientific journal publishes study of Cuban specialists
Big data bibliometrics must take into account qualitative analyses of research as a social institution, rooted in history, economics and politics.
Scientific success by numbers
The aim of the CEP-1 study is to show that Veyonda boosts the effectiveness of conventional chemotherapy to allow the use of lower, safer dosages ...
Noxopharm welcomes prestigious scientific journal reporting success of Veyonda® as booster of chemotherapy in late-stage cancer patients
The Vietnam Journal of Computer Science (VJCS) has been included in the SCOPUS database system, one of the largest, most reputable abstract and citation databases for academic literature. This is Viet ...
Vietnam’s sixth scientific journal included in SCOPUS
Norms and culture vary among research disciplines, countries, and even institutions, and early-career researchers need to make sure they are familiar with the rights and responsibilities that come ...
How to navigate authorship of scientific manuscripts
Human-caused climate change is a hoax. President Joe Biden pledged during a virtual climate summit, held on Earth Day, to cut U.S. greenhouse gas pollution to help miti ...
Fact check: Scientific consensus says humans are dominant cause of climate change
A real scientific advance, like a successful date, needs both preparation and serendipity. As a tired, single medical student, I used to feel lucky when I managed two good dates in a row. But career ...
Scientific Publishing Is a Joke
Robert Slavin, a Johns Hopkins researcher who died last month, championed the use of scientific evidence to figure out what works in education ...
PROOF POINTS: Robert Slavin championed the use of scientific evidence to figure out what works in education
The discovery of ancient kumara pits just north of Dunedin dating back to the 15th century have shone a light on how scientific evidence can complement mātauranga Maori around how and where the taonga ...
Groundbreaking kumara research marries scientific evidence with matauraka Māori
A woman mourns next to a burning pyre of his relative who died from the coronavirus (COVID-19) disease during a cremation, at a crematorium in New Delhi, India on May 08, 2021. (Photo by Amarjeet ...
Medical journal slams Indian government for ‘squandering’ early success on Covid-19
The study claims that masks are not effective in preventing the transmission of coronavirus and can cause medical conditions that deprive the body of oxygen — theories that have been ...
Journal retracts anti-mask article falsely claiming Stanford affiliation
The "Journal of Web Engineering" journal has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The World Wide Web and its associated technologies have become a major implementation and delivery ...
Journal of Web Engineering 2021 - ResearchAndMarkets.com
Wilson Encourages Investors Who Suffered Losses Exceeding $50,000 In Danimer Scientific To Contact Him Directly To Discuss Their Options NEW YORK, NY - ( NewMediaWire ) - May 01, 2021 - Faruqi & ...
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